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The business of service solutions

• The service solutions business is about developing individual 
offerings to solve complex customer problems

• Service solutions are designed by combining product & service 
elements providing integrative added value (Evanschitzky et al., 2011)

• Success in the solution business requires ability to serve the 
customer, but also commercialization and industrialization 
capabilities (Storbacka, 2011)

• Modular design has proven to be a powerful enabler for the 
development of industrialization capabilities (Davies et al., 2007)

Davies, A., Brady, T., & Hobday, M. (2007). Organizing for solutions: Systems sellers vs. systems integrator. Industrial Marketing Management, 36(2), 183-193.
Evanschitzky, H., v. Wangenheim, F., & Woisetschläger, D. (2011). Service and solution innovation: Overview and research agenda. Industrial Marketing Management, 40(5), 657-660.
Storbacka, K. (2011). A solution business model: Capabilities and management practices for integrated solutions. Industrial Marketing Management, 40(5), 699-711
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Key considerations

• Designers of service solutions face architectural choices regarding the 
nature and the degree of modularity, the nature of interfaces, and 
the degree of uniqueness of the derivatives.

• Developing organizational capacity to develop and deploy service 
solutions requires learning by doing.

• Which clients move the needle the most in the desired direction?

• What are denominators that can serve as the basis for all future solutions?
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Product-service systems (PSS)



Transformations of service solutions
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A layered view of product architectures

Adapted from Wei, W., Zhou, F., & Liang, P. F. (2020). Product platform architecture for cloud manufacturing. Advances in Manufacturing, 8, 331-343.
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Product platforms as foundations for 
solutions

• Product platforms are structures that allow multiple products or 
solutions to be built within the same technical framework. 

• Companies invest in platforms in hope that future deliverables can be 
built cheaper, faster or more reliably. 

• A layered structure of a product platform allows for making use of 
modular solution architectures.

• Internal-facing product platforms serve new product development within 
the organization or its production network.

• External-facing platforms serve external customers directly.
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Platform-based architecture for modular 
solutions
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Platform-based architecture for modular 
solutions
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In a 4-minute discussion, identify some pros and cons 
of the product platform approach to developing solutions. 

Group discussion:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify some pros and cons of product platforms.Send at least one advantage and disadvantage / challenge per group into the Zoom chat. 



Examples of 
product platforms

© VW Group, used by the fair use principle that promotes the progress of science and useful arts.

The VW MQB platform is a shared modular design 
construction for front-engine, front-wheel-drive & four-wheel-
drive layout) automobiles. VW Group spent roughly $60bn 
developing this platform and the cars employing it.

The VW MEB platform is a modular 
car platform for electric cars. It is used 
in models of Audi, SEAT, Škoda and 
Volkswagen.
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Platform-based product derivatives

© VW Group, used by the fair use principle that promotes the progress of science and useful arts.
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Product platform effects

© VW Group, used by the fair use principle that promotes the progress of science and useful arts. 14

Therefore VW Group based its strategy on dedicated platforms in 2015…



Trading off flexibility vs. investment in a product 
platform

More functionality?

What is needed to serve 
our current customers in 
the best possible way?

Time to launch?

Can we solve multiple 
clients’ needs with one set 
of functionality?

What is our MVP?

Which clients should we 
serve to move on to the 
desired direction?
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Presentation Notes
Typical trade-offs in product platform development:You may have multiple front-ends or teams that need something from your platform, but you don’t have capacity for all of their requests. It can also be hard to push back on some requirements, especially when they come from teams with a siloed view of what the company needs and know less about other client requests. Juggling priorities between clients requires many skills, strategic thinking, operational awareness and technical capacities.To prioritize between different client priorities, we may ask, e.g.: Which clients should we serve to move on to the desired direction the quickest? Can we solve multiple clients’ needs with one set of functionality? What is our MVP? What is needed in the future? Platform PMs often prioritize the needs of clients.



Aggregating the revenue & costs of a solution

Sales and engineering costs attributable to solutions can be aggregated as part of 
performance measurement. Ideally, sales and costs are recorded at regular time intervals, 
t, throughout the entire product cycle:

Meyer et al. (1997). Metrics for managing research and development in the context of the product family. Management Science, 43(1), 88-111.
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Over long product cycles, it is desirable to correct for inflationary effects in the economy. A 
deflator is computed for each time period relative to the desired base year:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The estimation of the efficiency of the R&D of a product platform development (using the meta-metrics for managing R&D development presented by Meyer & colleagues in 1997) is about how quickly can a platform be set up to serve new product sales. The effectiveness of the firm's new product generation activity lies in: (1) its ability to create a continuous stream of successful new products over an extended period of time; and (2) the attractiveness of these products to the firm's chosen markets. The estimation can be limited to the leverage of the R&D efforts only, which does not contain the efforts of marketing, training and other kind of support needed to produce product variants, although those factors are very important in the successful implementation of the product platform strategy.



Product platform efficiency

An average R&D leverage of a product 
platform (at the follow-on product level) can 
be defined as the engineering costs of 
developing a derivative product, divided by 
the engineering costs incurred in developing 
the version of the platform upon which the 
products are derived:
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The average platform efficiency for a 
particular version of a product family can 
be defined as:

Another way to assess platform efficiency 
is the development time perspective, based 
on development cycles (e.g., months)

The efficiency of developing an individual 
derivative product relative to its base 
platform can be calculated as:

Meyer et al. (1997). Metrics for managing research and development in the context of the product family. Management Science, 43(1), 88-111.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
R&D productivity is the degree to which an organization can translate relevant technological discoveries, made by itself or others, into functioning solutions that gain financial benefits for the firm. Platform efficiency indicates the degree to which a product platform serves as an economical base for generating follow-on products. That is, the degree to which it allows economic generation of derivative products. The equation on the low-left: The efficiency of developing an individual derivative product relative to its base platform is estimated by calculating how much did the product cost to develop as a fraction of what was allocated to the base platform architecture.The question that the individual derivative measure seeks to answer is: "How much did the product cost to develop as a fraction of what was allocated to the base platform architecture?” The average platform efficiency is therefore the average of the R&D costs associated with developing all the derivative products of a platform version divided by the R&D costs of developing that version of the platform. By grouping follow-on products within their base platform versions, the question being addressed is: "How much did it cost on average to develop derivative products relative to what was spent on developing the base platform versions within the product family?" One can also compare the platform efficiency of different platform versions across different product families. This is what I did in my M.Sc. Thesis. The question being asked was: "How do the respective engineering groups within the firm compare with one another in their ability to build robust platforms that provide the basis for efficient solution development?” That can be computed for an entire product family by summing across derivative products, platform versions, and between successive new platform architectures.The last equation on the low-right corner describes another way of estimating the efficiency of the R&D of a product platform development (using the meta-metrics for managing R&D development presented by Meyer & colleagues in 1997). It is about how quickly can a platform be set up to serve new product sales. 



Product platform effectiveness

Platform effectiveness considers R&D returns as accumulated profits divided by 
development cost. Here, it is estimated by the sum of the sales of products based on a 
platform version divided by the sum of the R&D costs for creating those products:
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Platform leverage may be further aggregated across all platform versions within a product 
family and then used to compare the platform effectiveness between distinct product families:

Meyer et al. (1997). Metrics for managing research and development in the context of the product family. Management Science, 43(1), 88-111.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Platform effectiveness is a measure of the commercial productivity of a series of related products & solutions delivered, comparing the engineering resources used to create those solutions with the commercial outcomes derived from those products. Simply put, which is the sum of the sales of products within a platform version divided by the sum of the R&D costs for creating those products. The effectiveness of the firm's new product generation activity lies in: (1) its ability to create a continuous stream of successful new products over an extended period of time; and (2) the attractiveness of these products to the firm's chosen markets. Here, the estimation can be limited to the leverage of the R&D efforts only, which does not contain the efforts of marketing, training and other kind of support needed to produce product variants, although those factors are very important in the successful implementation of the product platform strategy.
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Presentation Notes
As is true for products, an important aspect of service process architecture is the service platform



Solutions integrated on top of a product platform 



Solutions integrated by design

(Canatu of Aalto University’s Nanomaterials Group) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Canatu - The company origins from the Aalto University’s Nanomaterials Group where the new type of process and material were invented in late 1990’s and early 2000’s. The company name Canatu comes from the material that was first studied, carbon nanotube.When a solution is designed to allow standardized interfaces between elements, various components are then assembled into the structure, including instrument cluster (speedometer, gauges), HVAC controls (heating, ventilation, air conditioning), audio system, and at times, steering column and brake pedal. A traditional instrument panel is a tangled mass of clunky metal boxes. The bulk and weight were consequences of component-based design. Each component had its own protective housing, heat sink, and microprocessor. With many separate components, assembling a function involved many electrical connections, each a potential source of quality defects and ergonomic problems for assembly workers.In Canatu’s example, the replacement of physical control buttons with in-molded touch surfaces means increased space in cars due to less parts, making it possible to create living room style interiors that is preferred in the autonomous driving.



Reasons for developing 
modular service solutions



Structure is to follow strategy

Managerial hierarchies allow for adapting 
modern management methods, including 
specialized units and the perfection of the 
basic techniques of mass production, mass 
distribution and quality control. (Alfred D, 
Chandler Jr., 1980)

Chandler, A. D. (1980). The growth of the transnational industrial firm in the United States and the 
United Kingdom: a comparative analysis. The Economic History Review, 33(3), 396-410.
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Presentation Notes
Chandler (Harvard Prof.) argues that a firm is a collection of organisational capabilities the physical facilities and human resources required to supply goods and services, and that these capabilities are critical to the ability of the firm to grow in traditional or new markets. Unlike much of the core competencies and dynamic capabilities literature, Chandler avoids a top-down, strategic management view of the firm, by including non-strategic capabilities in his analysis. Moreover, Chandler is particularly useful in explaining how a firm’s organizational capabilities are linked to attempts to exploit cost-saving economies that are critical to a firm’s future growth and competitiveness.



External economies drive modern corporations

The focus has shifted away from the internal 
structures of the modern corporation to the 
external economies created by interactions 
between firms. ie., the so-called production
network paradigm. (Langlois & Robertson, 1995)

Langlois, R. and P. Robertson (1995), Firms, Markets and Economic Change. 
Routledge: London and New York.

Richard N. Langlois

Paul ROBERTSON
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Richard Langlois, U. Conn; https://richard-langlois.uconn.eduPaul ROBERTSON | Ph.D. University of Wisconsin

https://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Frichard-langlois.uconn.edu%2F&psig=AOvVaw2d7UNWM5SsKCJ4JAg-I8hd&ust=1613934102420000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAsQjhxqFwoTCNCb2piT-e4CFQAAAAAdAAAAABAK
https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Paul_Robertson


Modularity emerges as a design principle

Modularity is a powerful concept in dealing with 
complex systems. Modules are structurally 
independent units in a larger system that work 
together. The system must therefore provide a 
framework –an architecture– that allows for 
independence of structure and integration of 
function. (Baldwin & Clark, 2000)

Baldwin, C. Y., Clark, K. B., & Clark, K. B. (2000). Design rules: 
The power of modularity (Vol. 1). MIT press.

Carliss BALDWIN

Elder Kim B. Clark
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Carliss Baldwin Harvard; Kim B. Clark HBS

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Carliss_Baldwin
https://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.churchofjesuschrist.org%2Fchurch%2Fleader%2Fkim-b-clark%3Flang%3Deng&psig=AOvVaw3jWSjqe1LvxWna4iYFa18G&ust=1613935960738000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAsQjhxqFwoTCIis5Y6a-e4CFQAAAAAdAAAAABAl


Modular organizations are flexible

Modular organization is a new paradigm in 
response to the need for flexible, learning 
organizations that continuously change and 
solve problems through interconnected, 
coordinated and self-organizing processes. 
(Daft & Lewin, 1993)

Daft, R. L., & Lewin, A. Y. (1993). Where are the theories for the" new" 
organizational forms? An editorial essay. Organization science, i-vi.

Richard L. Daft

Arie Lewin
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Presentation Notes
Richard L. Daft | Biography | Vanderbilt Business; Arie Lewin | Duke's Fuqua School of Business

https://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fbusiness.vanderbilt.edu%2Fbio%2Frichard-daft%2F&psig=AOvVaw1LSum9hBZBSoscmcnkI1SB&ust=1614025151250000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAsQjhxqFwoTCNiUmLDm--4CFQAAAAAdAAAAABAE
https://www.google.fi/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.fuqua.duke.edu%2Ffaculty%2Farie-lewin&psig=AOvVaw1BNIxkh5NBu-GmIWMfmFqQ&ust=1614025356452000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAsQjhxqFwoTCJiFhpLn--4CFQAAAAAdAAAAABAE


Modularity – a new paradigm for industrial 
organization?

• The complexity of a solution may be handled by reducing the 
number of units and by grouping these units into subsystems 
(Frandsen, 2017).

• Manufacturing firms can overcome the productivity paradox of 
services by leveraging a modular platform approach (Marion et 
al., 2015).

• Modularity enables external economies and production 
networks (Prahalad, C. and G. Hamel, 1990).

Frandsen, T. (2017), "Evolution of modularity literature: a 25-year bibliometric analysis", International Journal of Operations & Production Management, Vol. 37, No. 6, pp. 703-747.

Marion, T.J., Meyer, M.H., Barczak, G., 2015. The influence of digital design and IT on modular product architecture. J. Prod. Innov. Manag. 32, 98–110.

Prahalad, C. and G. Hamel (1990), ‘The core competence of the corporation,’ Harvard Business Review, May–June, 79–91.
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Examples of products with modular designs

Sanchez, R., & Mahoney, J. T. 
(1996). Modularity, flexibility, 
and knowledge management 
in product and organization 
design. Strategic management 
journal, 17(S2), 63-76.
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Advantages of a modular solution design
Prefabricated modular design allow for plug-
and-play variability

Highly efficient components that have lower 
lifecycle costs

Scalable solution grows when needed

Redeployable for use elsewhere, offering new 
business models, like “X as a service” or rentals

Configurable design can flexibly adapt to 
external systems

Reduces installation time

Easier integration with other systems

Wärtsilä Modular Block solution to power generation 
(https://www.wartsila.com/energy/modular-block)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advanced technological knowledge about component interactions can be used to fully specify and standardize the component interfaces that make up a modular product architecture, creating a nearly independent systemof 'loosely coupled' components (Simon, 1962).



Challenges of a modular design

Mass production / Limited variety

Higher amount of complex decisions & 
up-front investments in design

All important cross-module dependencies 
must be addressed via design rules

Risk related to the dependency on fewer 
suppliers

Transportation costs & risk in the delivery of 
prefabricated components

Difficult financing process Montreal's Habitat 67 in the Expo 67 World’s Fair
(Photo: Wladyslaw, via Wikimedia Commons)
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Degree of service modularity – SMF(u)

Voss, C. A., & Hsuan, J. (2009). Service architecture and modularity. Decision Sciences, 40(3), 541-569.

u - number of unique services 

N - total number of nodes 

f - replicability factor

SMFC(u)
Engine Room: 
Least modular 
bundle of services 

SMFD(u)
Restaurant: Most modular 
bundle of services 
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Presentation Notes
As this equation shows, the degree of uniqueness of service modularity is dependent on the total number of nodes (N) and the number of unique services (u) that can be replicated across service families ( f ).Unique services are denoted by (u). This means service elements as those that are unique within the firm and difficult to copy in the short term by competitors. The replicability factor (f) provides an indication of how easily a service can be reproduced.The service packages offered in the service system are decomposed into modules MC (engine room), MA (cabin operations), MB (pool), MD (restaurant), etc.Service context D offers greater possibilities for customization (such as through the mixing and matching of nodes) than the other contexts. This is reflected by the slope of the curves [SMF(u)/u]: the SMFD(u) curve is further from the origin and less steep. The example shows that architecture and modularity concepts address not just products but also processes.



Learning to develop 
modular service solutions



The migration to integrated solutions

For manufacturers and 
service companies alike, 
the ability to sell integrated 
solutions requires new 
organizational structures 
and capabilities.

Davies, A., Brady, T. & Hobday, M. (2006). Charting a Path Toward Integrated Solutions, MIT Sloan Management Review, 47(3), 
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Presentation Notes
Burns and Stalker 1961. argue that firms adjusting to changing technology and markets may adopt two ideal types of management organisation. The ‘mechanistic’ organisation is adapted to relatively stable conditions. Tasks are broken down into specialisms. There is clear hierarchy of control with vertical communication and interaction. Many product-centric firms work this way.The ‘organic’ organisation is adapted to unstable conditions. New and unexpected problems continually arise which cannot be broken down among existing specialist roles. Tasks are continually adjusted and redefined and knowledge at lower levels in the organisations is utilised to achieve overall goals. Communications take place horizontally in a more informal, less hierarchical context. 



Outsourcing and inter-firm learning 
for modular solutions

Mikkola, J. H. (2003). Modularity, component outsourcing, and inter‐firm learning. R&D Management, 33(4), 439-454.
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Exploitative vs. explorative learning

Exploitation
• use and refinement of existing knowledge and 

technologies to strengthen the excellence of the 
current operation (Levinthal & March, 1993). 

• efficient use of resources, incremental 
improvement of production & implementation. 

• associated with mechanistic structures, path 
dependence, stable markets & technologies.

• connected with fewer partners, lesser knowledge 
diversity, and stronger integration among the 
partners (Rothaermel & Deeds, 2004).

Exploration
• search for new knowledge, the use of unfamiliar 

technologies, and the creation of products with 
unknown demand (Levinthal & March, 1993). 

• capturing new resources through search, 
variation, experimentation, risk-taking, play, 
flexibility, discovery, and innovation (March 1991). 

• flexible future-oriented process, which adapts 
itself to new configurations the firm can discover 
through radical innovation.

• strategic path breaking, focus on emerging 
markets and radically new technologies. 
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In a 4-minute discussion, identify at least one practical 
example of explorative and exploitative learning in the 
development of service solutions. 

Group discussion:

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Explorative learning: search for new knowledge, the use of unfamiliar technologies, and the creation of products with unknown demand. capturing new resources through search, variation, experimentation, risk-taking, play, flexibility, discovery, and radical innovation. Exploitative learning: efficient use of resources and refinement of existing knowledge and technologies to strengthen the excellence of the current operation. Incremental improvement of production & implementation, associated with mechanistic structures.



Organizing for repeatable solutions

Three levels of 
maturity with 
different types of 
learning 
processes, 
capability-building 
activities and 
changes in 
organizational 
design.

Davies, A., Brady, T. & Hobday, M. (2006). Charting a Path Toward Integrated Solutions, MIT Sloan Management Review, 47(3), 
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From tailored to modular solutions
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Exploitative organizational learning often 
focuses on reducing costs

Davies, A., & Brady, T. (2000). Organisational capabilities and learning in complex product systems: towards 
repeatable solutions. Research policy, 29(7-8), 931-953.
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Strategic learning of service solutions 
Type of 
learning

Focus of learning in 
modular solutions

Objective and rationale Examples

Advantage-
seeking 
exploitation

• Modules
• Interfaces
• Order-fulfillment 

processes

Cost reduction and 
efficiency in component 
production as well as in 
order-fulfillment and supply 
chain processes are vital to 
the economies of scale of the 
solution business.

KONE has reinforced the 
relationships between the 
selected core component 
providers and invested in 
platform development for more 
efficient integration of the 
solution components.

Opportunity-
seeking 
exploration

• Customer needs and 
market trends

• Search of 
complementary 
components

• New ways of 
integrating the 
components

Sensing of customers’ 
readiness to adopt new types 
of solutions and 
development of the 
competitive position are 
keys to long-term 
effectiveness. 

KONE brings together designers, 
salespeople, R&D experts and 
management to annual customer 
experience events to improve the 
understanding of what really 
matters for customers in the 
business of integrated solutions.
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Modes of 
learning on 
modular 
solutions

Sanchez, R., & Mahoney, J. T. 
(1996). Modularity, flexibility, and 
knowledge management in product 
and organization design. Strategic 
management journal, 17(S2), 63-76.
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Presentation Notes
Top-left: incremental innovation, e.g. for more efficient use of resources (exploitative learning)Top-right: consideration, for example, on whether some of the components should be replaced? (slightly more explorative)Bottom-left: The loose coupling of learning at the component and architectural levels may also improve architectural learning processes. Henderson and Clark (1990) suggest that organizations tend to lose their abilities to innovate at the architectural level, because over time organizations develop organizational structures and information channels that are focused on component-level activities. They should, however, explore, for example, who should develop and deliver the components.



Exploration

Exploitation

Environment
• Environmental dynamism

• Variety in customer needs

• Competitive intensity

Solution design
• Modular structure 

(core and peripheral 
components)

• Platform architecture and 
interfaces

Management
• Solution vision

• Performance feedback

• Past experience

• Risk aversion

Tradeoffs
• Resource allocation

• Make vs. acquire

• Short-term vs. long-term 

• Stability vs. adaptability

Tensions

Exploration-

Exploitation

Balance

Strategic learning
• Capability development

• Organizing for 
service solutions

Outcomes
• Flexibility

• Ambidextrous 
performance

Combining explorative & exploitative learning
for ambidextrous performance

(Adapted from Lavie, D., Stettner, U., & Tushman, M. L. (2010). Exploration and exploitation within and across organizations) 44



Modularity of the production system
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although organizations ostensibly design products, it can also be argued that products design organizations,because the coordination tasks implicit in specific product designs largely determine the feasibleorganization designs for developing and producing those products.



Supply chain 
implications of 
modularity

Sturgeon, T. J. (2002). Modular production networks: 
a new American model of industrial organization. 
Industrial and corporate change, 11(3), 451-496
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Product platform to service platform

© VW Group, used by the fair use principle that promotes the progress of science and useful arts. 47



Additional readings
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• Davies, A., & Brady, T. (2000). Organisational capabilities and learning in complex product systems: towards 
repeatable solutions. Research policy, 29(7-8), 931-953.

• Ethiraj, S. K., & Levinthal, D. (2004). Modularity and innovation in complex systems. Management science, 50(2), 
159-173.
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solutions into modular solutions. International Journal of Operations & Production Management. 39(5), 630-657.

• Rothaermel, F.T. and Deeds, D.L. (2004). Exploration and exploitation alliances in biotechnology: A system of new 
product development. Strategic Management Journal, 25 (3), 201-221.
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